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Family Together Time Ideas

We know life is busy. Kids running
one way, parents pulled in a thousand
other directions. Sometimes it can feel
as though the house is just a waystation, a spot to grab a breath and a
bite before heading out to the next
pressing thing on the schedule.
Yet we all know, when asked to
share some of our favorite times
together as a family, that the
memories are not usually about the
times when we were rushing or
harried. Instead, they are memories of
quality moments - moments of
listening, laughing, creating, exploring,
connecting.
It is our prayer at the Redlands
Church that we can support you
spending quality time together as a
family. That is why this year we are
honoring the third Friday night of every
month as "Family Together Time".

There will be no BTL (our Jr High) or
wONdEr (our High School) programs
those nights; instead, we want to
support any family that has felt
squeezed for time to sit, relax,
connect and enjoy.
We know that for many of you, all
you need to create those special
memories is a little more time. But for
others of us, the wells of inspiration
may run a little dry, and we worry
about sitting in strained silence as our
kids ask yet again why they have to be
off their phones. If any of you have
found yourself in that camp, we hope
this page can be a source of ideas,
inspiration, and resources.
Some Tips:
-Be consistent/regular
-Have a plan/be intentional
-Keep it short (if you have planned
ahead, you'll have more success
keeping it short)
-Give leadership roles to older
children/engage them in planning
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4 Powerful Parts
We know that families can
connect with each other in a whole
variety of different ways. Our specific
hope for this “family time” is for
families to grow together in their love
for God, and their love for each other.
One idea for making this happen
is to make sure to include 4 powerful
parts sometime during “family time”.
These include:
Family Appreciation - a time to
share something you’ve really valued
about each other. It might seem
unnecessary - of course my kids know
I love them! - but you’d be surprised
at the power positive words can have.
Just a simple “go around the circle
and share” can make an impact.
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Ideas & Resources
Family “Real Time” - it might
seem strange to have a time to
talk about individual struggles
during family time, and some
families might be more open to
this as a group than others. But
we have found that when kids
have a safe space to share what
is on their hearts, there often is
quite a bit going on inside! Just
make sure the space they are
sharing is safe - no teasing,
laughing, mocking or
demeaning their struggles, even
from siblings. (If something big
is going on, consider finding
time to have a one-on-one chat
with your child).

Family Worship - if you have
done “real time” right before
this, now is a great time to bring
your struggles to God. We are
talking about “The Story” this
year - the idea that there is a
much bigger God story that we
are all part of, that puts our lives
and priorities in perspective. If
you have “The Jesus Storybook
Bible”, this would be a great
time to read together as a
family, and perhaps explore how
your story and struggles and
God’s big picture connect.

Fun Idea for
Elementary

Fun Idea for
Toddlers

Family Fun - last but not
least, make sure to have plenty
of time to have fun together!
This could be a moonlit
scavenger hunt, a free-for-all
pillow fight, or a ice-creammaking evening. If you don’t
have any ideas, ask your kids
what they might love - or have
each of you write 3 favorite
ideas each, place them in a jar,
and pull one out every family
together time!
For more fun, join us for a
family Gym night at the
Redlands Academy gym 7:30pm
on Saturday, Sep 20. This is
time for the family to hang out
together - please come to play
some ball with your kids!

FAMILY TIME

NATURE

GAME TIME

Fun Idea for Tweens
HUNT
Most days we walk past branches, leaves, ladybugs, and flowers
without pausing to remember the God who created them. In
the busyness of life, rushing from here to there, we often miss the
opportunity to slow down and enjoy the gifts God places around us.

SUGGESTED Scavenger
Hunt LIST
(You may choose to add or delete items on the basis of the
topography of where you live.)

Every bit of creation gives evidence of God’s power and glory.
Unfortunately, we often take that creation for granted—and, instead
of developing a deep sense of responsibility for the world around us,
we develop a casual attitude that sometimes results in abuse. Our
children are much less likely to litter or waste resources when they’ve
spent time learning about the earth and appreciating God through
His gift of creation.

1. A yellow flower
2. Something edible (but don’t eat it yourself!)
3. An ant
4. A feather
5. Five types of leaves

This month, help your kids develop their sense of responsibility
for the world God has entrusted to us by spending an afternoon in a
park, a nature center, or another natural setting. Give each person
a brown paper bag and the suggested scavenger hunt list. Have a
friendly family competition to see who can find the most items on the
list. Parents, you may wish to partner with your younger children.

6. A gray rock
7. A pinecone
8. Something you consider a treasure
9. A piece of tree bark

Carve out time for each person to share her items. Then spend
some time discussing the importance of taking care of the world that
God has given to us.

10. Something green
11. A shell
12. A three-leaf clover
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13. Something you consider beautiful
14. A twig that looks like a “Y”
15. Something fuzzy

For since the creation of
the world God’s invisible
qualities—his eternal power
and divine nature—have
been clearly seen, being
understood from what has
been made, so that people
are without excuse.
Romans 1:20

16. Something round
17. An acorn
18. Something smooth
19. A worm or caterpillar
20. Something rough
* 10 bonus points for anything in nature that’s shaped like a
heart. This represents that God shows His love for us even
in nature!
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Create a special story-telling or
play-acting space for going
through The Story. The above is a
cardboard sailing boat created at
www.familyworshipactivities.com/
2013/04/13/cardboard-sailingboat-for-story-telling/

RESPONSIBILITY | HomeFrontMag.com

This month in “The Story” we
started off where all good stories
begin - in The Beginning, or
Creation. Take the time to go
exploring creation with your kids
in a nature scavenger hunt. You
can access the above page on
page 19 of Home Front Mag, a
wonderful online resource.
http://hub.truministry.com/h/i/
14680580-may-2014
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Sometimes, to find out about the
beginning, you need to go
backwards. What goes in to
creating complex things? Why
don’t you and your tween grab a
screwdriver, an old appliance,
and find out? Instead of
immediately throwing out that old
blender, maybe use it to start a
conversation about the things we
make, and the God who made
us.

